Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
Minutes of Meeting held on 12-12-2018

Agenda
- Online coding tests practice
- Research projects
- Preparing students for competitive examinations.
- Re-composition of IQAC members

The following points were discussed in the meeting:

1. Chair restructured IQAC cell by adding new members.
2. Every Faculty should maintain accounts in Hacker Rank, GIT Hub etc.
3. Make students to practice the programs in Hacker Rank, GIT Hub etc., so that it will help to excel in Competitive examinations
4. Plan to conduct one or two online sessions to the students beyond College Hours
5. Utilize the CL-Educate team for Research purpose
6. Identify two faculty members to excel in each of the following technologies like AI, ML, IoT, Block Chain
7. Identify the list of Best Journals and Conferences to publish Research papers
8. All the faculty members try to conduct assignments in library to inculcate interest in the students. Also make the assignments practical and problem solving to enhance the knowledge of the students.
9. Make the students excel in logical thinking so that they can do programming on their own which helps them to do programs in any environment.
10. All faculty members try to use effective teaching methodologies to create interest in the students and to make class room teaching joyful.
11. Make students to excel in C++
12. Faculty are encouraged to do research projects.
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